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High performance in target sports, nature activities and protecting people

IWA & OutdoorClassics is the world's leading exhibition for hunting and sporting guns, outdoor
activities and security equipment for 50 years now. It is a must event for national and
international experts from the segments of guns and machining, shooting sports, classic
leisure activities, law enforcement etc. IWA & OutdoorClassics presents an unbelievable
variety of products made by manufacturers from throughout the world. The constantly
growing programme includes all areas of target sports and hunting. Everything comes
together, from darts to big game rifles, from the latest trends to tried-and-tested classics.
Besides the gun and ammunition segment, the event presents the entire range of products for
experiencing nature, such as hiking, animal watching and archery equipment. The spectrum of
products for police and bodyguards has also grown strongly: Nuernberg presents everything
for service guns and operational equipment - from bullet-proof vests, functional clothing,
holsters and bags to products for personal and body protection.

For trade visitors: Please note that we don’t issue any tickets or invitations for this
trade fair. NuernbergMesse exclusively sells tickets on their website. For
invitations please contact the respective trade fair team.

Categories

Hunting and shooting sports, outdoor 

Guns, gun components and machining, gun security●

Ammunition and reloading for hunting and sport●

Optics / electronics for outdoors●

Knives●

Clothing●

Gifts●

Outdoor articles●

Shooting sports accessories●

Hunting accessories●

Personal security requisites●

Trade information●

Law Enforcement 

Guns for official agencies●

Ammunition for official agencies●

Optics and optronics●

Operational knives●



Clothing●

Equipment, operational equipment●

Training●

Trade information for Law Enforcement●

Military weapons and fully automatic firearms are prohibited as exhibits.

Key Statistics

Exhibitors: 1,072 from 53 countries

Trade Visitors: 40,000 from 120 countries

Special Info

Cycle of event: Every year

Enforce Tac, international trade fair for command, control and operational equipment used by
security agencies is held before IWA

Link to the organizer’s website: IWA & OutdoorClassics

http://www.fairpros.com/fairs/enforce-tac/
http://www.iwa.info/en

